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The Validity of the Extended Energy

Principle

M. S. Chance, J. L. Johnson, and R. M. Kulsrud

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University

P. O. Box 451, Princeton New Jersey 08543

Abstract

A recent analysis of plasma stability based on modifications of the ex-
tended energy principle for magnetohydrodynamic stability led to conclu-
sions that are too optimistic. The original interpretation of this principle is
indeed applicable. The present analysis demonstrates explicitly the fallacy of
using the wrong functional for 6W in the extended energy principle. It then
shows that the original energy principle functional _Wn is also obtained for
a model in which a surface mass is incorporated to provide pressure balance.
This work therefore indicates, but does not prove, that the eigenfunctions
that are obtained from a minimization of the extended energy princip]e with
the proper kinetic energy norm provide a good representation of what would
be achieved with an exact treatment.
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I. Introduction
b

Lehnert [1991,1992, 1993] recently called into question the validity of
the energy principle for MHD stability in its extended form [Bernstein et
al., 1958]. In this note we address his criticism and show that it is flawed.
In addition we point out some physical ideas related to the extended energy
principle and make some comments on its application in computational MHD
stability studies which use the PEST code [Grimm et al., 1976].

The difficulty raised by Lehnert is really quite simple from a mathematical
point of view. We first sketch out his argument and the fallacy in it.

In the Bernstein et al. paper, it was shown that the potential energy
which is a functional _WB(_,_) of arbitrary virtual displacements _ gives a
simple necessary and sufficient condition for stability. The authors distin-
guished between "proper" perturbations _ and "improper" perturbations _,
according to whether the _ when coupled with the perturbed vacuum field A
led to pressure balance on the plasma-vacuum interface or not. For proper

perturbations, _Ws(_,_) is the perturbed potential energy -_ fp d_'_.F(_)
where F is the perturbed force. For improper _'s, _WB(_,_) does not have
any immediate significance, but Bernstein et al. were able to show that if
_WB(_, _) were negative for an improper _ the equilibrium would be unstable.

It is the last statement whose validity is challenged by Lehnert. Now, it is
important to realize that there are many different functionals _W(_,_) that
are equal over the restricted class of proper perturbations _, but that differ
over the wider class of improper _'s. In particular, although he acknowledges
the existence of the functional _WB(_,_), Lehnert's argument is based on

the functional 6WL(_,_) -" --½ fp dT_'F(_) which is not equal to 6WB(_,_,)
for an improper _. In deriving their functional _WB(_, _) for a proper _,
Bernstein et al. integrated by parts and made use of the pressure balance
condition (which of course is not satisfied for an improper _). They then
simply extended the definition of this functional to all _'s by keeping the
same form.

Lehnert in his papers shows that the extended energy principle does not
apply to the form SWL(_,_). That is, if _WL(_,_) is negative for an im-
proper _ one need not have instability. This is of course true. But since he
is discussing a functional which is essentially different from the functional
_WB(_,_) employed in Bernstein et al.'s extended energy principle, his crit-

o
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icism is not valid.

• One can of course ask for the significance of the functional _SWB(_,_) for
an improper _j. The functional _WL(_,_j) would, if it is integrated over the
plasma volume as in the derivation of/_WB, contain a surface term _Wv(t_, _j)
which is non zero for an improper _j. This term would cancel the contribu-
tion from a surface current, 6WK(_j,_), which Lehnert introduced to satisfy
pressure balance, so that when he corrected his extended energy principle he
should have recovered _WB. In this sense _WB(_j, t_) is the "true" work done
to set up the improper perturbation. It is useful to note that Bernstein et al.
said very clearly in their paper that _WL may differ for improper perturba-
tions from 6WB by the addition of terms which represent the work done at
the surface against the unbalanced total pressure, so that _WB must be used
for the extended energy principle.

II. Formulation

The study of the stability of a magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium with
respect to small perturbations has been important for the design and in-
terpretation of experiments in the magnetic fusion energy program from its
infancy. The proof of the self adjointness of the potential energy 5W =
_! j'p dT_.F(_) with F(_) the perturbed force showed that ideal modes are2
purely growing or oscillatory in time and reduced the determination of sta-
bility to a simple variational problem. Recognition that the test functions
for such a determination need not satisfy the boundary condition of pressure
continuity at the plasma-vacuum interface further simplified the problem. In
this section, we investigate the expression for the extended energy principle,
which was derived by the Princeton group [Bernstein et al., 1958] and re-
stated by Lehnert [1991, 1992, 1993]. Lehnert tries to argue that the forces
due to a surface current associated with pressure balance can make the con-

figuration stable even if an improper _ that does not satisfy pressure balance
at the plasma-vacuum interface makes 5WB of the extended energy principle

negative. This is wrong. Bernstein et al. [1958] showed this by display-
ing a nearby proper _ which also makes _iWB negative while satisfying the
pressure balance condition. Here we describe the modification of the pertur-

' bation which was made in the original energy principle paper to emphasize
that the current which must be introduced to provide pressure balance does
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not change the stability criterion. We then examine Lehnert's model, which
utilizes a different functional 8WL from that of the Energy Principle paper °

i 8Wa and show it really giYes similar results if properly evaluated. To be
specific, the effect of the surface current that must be introduced into 6WL

I for improper _'s that do not satisfy pressure balance is exactly what is neces-

i sary to cancel the surface term that arises from an integration by parts, but
is neglected by Lehnert. We finish this section by considering an extended
energy principle in which there is a finite surface mass at the interface, such
that acceleration of the surface can sustain a pressure imbalance. We can ar-
gue from a comparison of the results of this model with those where a surface
current is present that the eigenfunctions associated with a minimization of

_" the 8W of the energy principle paper [Bernstein et al., 1958] with the proper
= kinetic energy normalization are, indeed, close to what would be obtained
• from a direct integration of the force equation.

We consider perturbations _ about a plasma equilibrium satisfying the
force balance equation J x B = Vp. Thus

p_--_ = f(_), (1)

f(_) = (VxQ)xB + JxQ + _.Vp + 7pV'_, (2)

Q = Vx(_xB), (3)

with the conditions at the plasma-vacuum boundary

= (4)

- +B.[0 + =b.[v ×;1+ (5)
Here p, p, J, and B denote the equilibrium density, pressure, current, and

magnetic field in the plasma region, /_ is the field in the vacuum region,
Q is the perturbed field in the plasma, and the vector potential )l for the
perturbed field outside the plasma satisfies

vx(vxJ) =o. (6)

Equation (4) provides for continuity of the normal component of the per- .
turbed field and Eq. (5) assures pressure balance across the plasma-vacuum
interface.

4
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Lava] et al. 11965] used self adjoin tness and the constancy of the total
, energy g = K(O_/Ot, O_/Ot)+ _W(_,_), where

K=_ dTp -_- , (7)

1

ew= f (s)
'. to show that the system is stable if, and only if, 5W >__0 for all _(r, t) that

satisfy the boundary conditions, Eqs. (4) and (5). Note that the integral
' is taken over the plasma region. Bernstein et al. [1958] showed with a few
: judicious integrations by parts that, for any _ that satisfies Eqs. (4) and (5),

: eWB(_, _) = --_ dv_.F(_) = eWp + 5Ws + eWv, (9)
": 4

where

1
5Wp= 5fpdT[Q2+J×_.Q+_'VpV'_+Tp(V'_)2], (10)

5Ws= y - p - (11)

1 2_[2.5Wv = _ fv d_'IV x (12)

- We could equally well have omitted the label on 5WB here since this evalua-
tion of Eq. (9) is exact for proper _'s that satisfy Eq. (5). We introduced the

label since it can only be considered to be a functional for improper ones. The
proof that 5WB(_,_) is self adjoint, on which the energy principle is based,
relied on the satisfaction of both continuity conditions, Eqs. (4) and (5).
Since such a proof for improper _'s was not necessary for the demonstration
of instability, Bernstein et al. [1958] did not attempt to find one.

A major, but not generally appreciated, contribution of the Energy Prin-
ciple paper was to show that if one can find an improper _ that does not sat-

, isfy the pressure balance condition of Eq. (5) but makes _WB(_, _) < 0, then
. a proper _ which does satisfy this condition exists such that its _W_(_,_)

is also negative. Namely, the authors constructed a slightly modified proper

5
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displacement _ that satisfies energy balance for which 5WB is changed by an
arbitrarily small amount from its value for the improper t_. They set

= (13)

where _7is nearly independent of ¢ everywhere except in a narrow region
between Cs(1- e) and Cs at the plasma edge with e arbitrarily small. In this
region it changes rapidly, such that

eB2lVClU Or/ _ O(eO) (14)
0¢

in the B.Q term in 5Wp. This small modification of the perturbation makes
satisfy pressure balance at the plasma-vacuum interface. The change in-

troduces a difference in 5WB which consists of only an infinitesimal change in
the integrand of 5Wp in the region 0 <: ¢ <_Cs(1 - e) and a finite change in
the energy density associated with the torsional Alfv_n wave over the shell of
negligible thickness Cs(1- e) <_¢ < Cs. Such a perturbation would create a
large current just inside the plasma surface, of order B(n.V)2r/.-_ e-1, which

would interact with the local field to produce a stabilizing force. However,
this force has been included in the expression for 5WB(t_,t_). It was trans-

formed to the torsional Alfv_n wave contribution O_ in 5Wp by an integration
by parts in the derivation of Eq. (9), which eliminated one radial derivative
on t_ in the perturbed current term -_.(V xQ)xB.

This completes the proof given by Bernstein et al., [1958] that application
of the extended energy principle 5WB with improper t_'s provides a rigorous
demonstration of the linear stability of the configuration.

Lehnert has incorrectly criticized the extension of the energy principle to
unrestiicted test functions t_. He chose to work with the functional

1

5WL=

which differs from 5WB by having an additional term from the integration
by parts

1
5Wu = _ fs da(_.n){[-_pV._ + B.Q + B.(_.V)B

-[h._TxA + J_'(t_. V)J_]}. (16)
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He then argues that the replacement of the improper _ by a proper _ as is
, done in Eq. (13) actually produces a finite change in 6WL. This is true, but

it is important to note that _WL # 6WB when _ is improper. The two forms
_WL and 6WB agree for all proper _, but not necessarily for improper _. To

get to his version of the extended energy principle, Lehnert then argues that a
surface layer current K, which must be imposed to provide pressure balance,
will add an additional contribution to the force F(_) in the functional 6WL,
which should be stabilizing. Actually, this additional term,

1 fs da_.K×B, (17)5WK= -_

would just cancel the 5Wu that he apparently lost.

Lehnert's [1992, 1993] illustration involves an improper _ which is taken to
be a constant. This perturbation makes F(_) = 0 in the body of the plasma,
so that, if we ignore 6WK, 5WL = 0. An unrestricted rigid displacement
thus does not change 5WL. It contributes to 5WB, however, through a volume
term 5Wp. Modification of this displacement to satisfy pressure balance
through Eq. (13) would change 5WL by a term of order e° whereas it makes
only an infinitessimal change in 5Wn. Lehnert's addition of 5WK properly
converts his 5WL to SWn.

It may be a quite different task to make 5WB negative than it is to make
5WL negative. However, once we have found an improper _ that makes 5WB
negative we are done. As noted above, care would have to be taken in the
interpretation of 5WL.

Thus, we can say that Bernstein et al. [1958] have found a "magic" form

for 5W, that of Eq. (9), that agrees with 5WL over the restricted class of
proper test functions _, but that also has the desirable property that it is
sufficiently insensitive to the change _ _ _ that one can employ it over
the unrestricted class of improper _. The functional _WB is legitimate for
determining instability over the extended class of improper _'s. It is correct
to say that the form 5WL does not work without exercising extreme care.

This concludes our defense of the unrestricted energy principle.

In order to endow improper _'s with some physical meaning, we must
consider what it could mean for an initial perturbation to have a pressure

' jump. Such a jump would be immediately removed by the plasma. The
pressure discontinuity would be spread over a thin layer near the plasma

7
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vacuum surface much as we have done with the replacement of Eq. (13),
t_ =_ _ = t_ + e_¢, where r] represents the smearing out. However, it
is physically sensible to imagine that the plasma is surrounded by a finite
surface mass on the plasma-vacuum interface. The pressure jump then moves
this surface mass t3 as the plasma moves into the vacuum. In this case the
energy is still conserved. The kinetic energy is now

1/sK --"-_ dTpv 2 + _ da_(v.n) 2, (lS)

while the potential energy is sti.ll in the form of the magnetic field and internal
pressure energies. This energy can be expanded in t_ as before. We thus have
to second order

E= /_d_p + f_d_( ._)_+_w(_,_). (19)
The equation of motion of the plasma now has two parts:

02t_
;-_ =F(_) (20)

and ^0 2t_
p-_.n= Fo(_) (21)

where F0(t_) is the jump in the pressure.

Invoking conservation of energy, we find that the self adjointness property
is replaced by

and the potential energy is obtained by setting r/= t_,

1 1

_w=-_.[__.f(_)- _fsd_(_'_)_F°(_)' (23)
Now integration by parts of the _.F(t_) integral leads to some extra terms

which just cancel the second term in Eq. (23), just as occurred in our analysis
of 5WL. One thus finds that the potential energy in the finite surface mass
case is

_w =_wB, (24)
e

8
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exactly the expression of Eq. (9) that is usually employed in the energy
• principle. Thus, _WB, defined over the more general improper _'s, is still the

potential energy! The extra term in this equation is just the work done on
the surface to set up the perturbation. It has been pointed out by Lehnert
that this term should be included in the energy. But he apparently did not
realize that this term was just what is necessary to take into account the
extra terms from the integration by parts employed by Bernstein et al. to
reach the form 5WB, if one does not employ pressure balance, Eq. (5).

The question of the meaning of an improper perturbation which minimizes
6W is important as many stability studies, such as the PEST code [Grimm
et al., 1976], determine this minimizing _ and use it as an indication of
the behavior that the system would have with the proper _. Both of our
discussions, of Lehnert's treatment of 5WL in which we saw that the _Wu
term of Eq. (16) just cancels the _WK term of Eq. (17) and of the situation
where a surface mass was introduced to balance the pressure discontinuity,
led to the formulation where the kinetic energy is balanced against 5WB.
Since 5WB is used in the PEST formalism, it should be expected from these
discussions that the calculations that are made with this code would lead

to results that are not far from those using a proper perturbation and the
eiger.values and eigenfunctions should provide an indication of what would
be given by a proper normal mode analysis.

III. Discussion and Summary

Lehnert [1991, 1992, 1993] is indeed correct in saying that an improper
perturbation _ that makes the 5WB of the extended energy principle, Eq. (9),
negative does not in itself correspond to an instability. However, if it exists,
a modification from this unstable improper perturbation to a neighboring

proper one _ that is unstable and satisfies the pressure balance constraint
can be found. This modification of the perturbation produces a large current

density very near the plasma-vacuum interface. However, it is wrong to assert
that the force associated with this current is not correctly included in the

energy balance, _WB(_, _) = _Wp + _Ws + 5Wv. The integration by parts
that led to Eq. (9) has transformed the contribution of this large surface

' current to the torsional Alfv_n wave term (_ so that its effects are included
in the calculation.

9



an improper perturbation leads to the same conclusion. As benner_ no_,_b,tt
this perturbation does not satisfy Eq. (5) by itself, a surface current would
have to be introduced to make it do so. This term would make a tiaite

contribution to 6WL, Eq. (15). However, its contribution would be exactly
canceled by surface terms, Eq. (16), which were introduced by the integra-
tions by parts in getting to Eq. (9).

An analysis of a system where a finite surface mass is included to respoILd
to a pressure imbalance at the interface also leads to an extended energy
formulation which utilizes the functional _Wn.

The PEST code [Grimm et al., 1976] was developed to determine the
unstable eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in a tokamak by treating improper
perturbations associated with the kinetic and potential energies of Eqs. (7)
and (9) but not necessarily satisfying the boundary condition of Eq. (5).
Since neither the destabilizing surface term arisi_tg from the integration over
the plasma volume nor the stabilization associated with a surface current
or an acceleration at the plasma-vacuum interface was incorporated into the

code, it should produce a close approximation to what would have been
calculated with a proper perturbation. The results from PEST are in good
agreement with those given by a nonvariational code NOVA [Cheng and
Chance, 1987], which evaluates the eigenfunctions directly from the force
balance equations while incorporating both of the constraints of Eqs. (4)and
(5) on the normal component of the perturbed field and pressure balance at
the plasma-vacuum interface.

This note demonstrates the difficulties that can be encountered when one

attempts to utilize mixed methods of looking simultaneously at both forces
and energies to treat a problem. A direct calculation of the forces, as is done
by the NOVA code, and a variational study using the energy principle, char-
acterized by the PEST code, give the same results. An attempt to calculate
both forces and energies must be done with care to ensure that the same
terms are not counted twice. In any case, a proper unstable perturbation
which is close to an improper one that makes _WB of Eq. (9) negative can
be constructed by means of Eq. (13). This shows that application of the
"extended energy principle" of Bernstein et al. [1958] provides a definitive
determination of the stability properties of a system, o
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